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Fundraisers are a way to make money for a school, cause or organization. It's important to keep your overheads down because you want to earn the maximum amount of money for your fundraiser. Creating a free calendar is a way to make money at a fundraiser. Calendars are useful and practical items that you will find
in (almost) every home. Some websites offer free calendars, or you can create your own using your home computer. Visit a website that offers a free calendar. Vistaprint allows one free calendar per customer (you must pay shipping costs). You upload a photo and choose from different design templates. You get the
option to buy more calendars if you want, and Vistaprint offers discounts for bulk purchases. Calendar Labs is another site with calendar templates. Select the type of calendar you want to print from many options and designs. Select your template, enter and print your data. You customize your calendar to display events,
national holidays, or other important details. Customize your calendars for sales by mounting each printed month on colored paper. Use a heavier stock paper and select a base color or color for each month. Glue each calendar template to one side of the paper. Select an image for the next month and glue that image to
the back of the paper. Do this for every month. For example, you'll paste the January calendar and the February photo to one page. Punch three holes over the top of each page. Organize the pages based on the month, including a front and back (the front page has the January photo on the back; the back may be
empty.) Use the string or yarn to keep the pages of the calendar together. Sell the calendar during your fundraiser or give it as a gift for people's donations. Tips Homemade calendars are cheap and would be a great idea for school fundraisers. Some calendar photo ideas may be to get your students to draw a drawing for
each month, select the best ones, and reproduce them in mass quantity. Or choose photos that match the seasons or sport. Like many Mesoam american calendars, the Tzolk'in, or Holy Round, calendar operated on a 260-day cycle. One theory for the meaning of cycle length is that the 260 days correlate with
pregnancy [source: Maya Mystery School]. Another suggests that the calendar represents the length of time to cultivate corn. However, it is more likely that it was based on the reverence of the Mayans for numbers 13 and 20. In the Gregorian calendar, we have seven days of the week and, depending on the month,
anywhere from 28 to 31 days. The Tzolk'in calendar consists of a set of 20 days symbolized by images called glyphs, and 13 digits called show. The days are numbered one to 13, and the names are also given in order. The The of the Tzolk's calendar begins with the first day name, Imix', and the number one. The days
continue in order, with the second day being a combination of I' and the number two; the day names and numbers are combined in order until all 13 tones are used. Once the calendar reaches day 13, indicated by B's and the number 13, the numbers start again with one, but the day names continue with the 14th glyph,
Ix. By rotating in this way, the two sets form 260 unique combinations of a day name and a number. For example, once you reach the end of the cycle of names with 7 Ajaw, the day names start again at Imix, and the numbers continue: 8 Imix', 9 I', 10 Ak'b'al and so on. This content is not compatible on this device. Think
of two interlocking gears, with the 13 digits distributed around a smaller round gear that fits inside into the larger acceleration of the day names indicated in hieroglyphics. If you lock those gears together on the number one and the day name Imix', turn the gears until you have one and Imix again, you get 260 unique
days. Those gears rotate until the final combination clicks into place at 13jaw, which marks the end of the year. It is easy to see the meaning of the Mayans in the Tzolk'in calendar. For example, they believed that the date of birth determines the characteristics that you'll show in your personality -- just like some people
believe your astrological sign does today. Holy men also plan certain events throughout the year based on the Tzolk'in calendar. At the beginning of each uinal (20-day period), a shaman would count forward to determine when religious and ceremonial events would take place. He would then select the dates that would
be most prosperous or happiest for the community. Despite the myriad features, the Tzolk'in calendar still could not measure a solar year, the time it takes for the sun to make a complete cycle. Therefore, the Mayans needed a more accurate calendar to keep track of the length of time we consider to be a full year. I have
bad news for pretty much everyone: On June 18, it became clear that Google Calendar was for many users, at least in the New York area. If you're a regular user of Google's productivity tools, you're probably wondering exactly how to see if Google Calendar is turned off – besides, you know, just trying to log in and be
greeted by an error message (womp, womp). Fortunately, however, it's pretty easy to confirm whether Google Calendar is experiencing widespread disruption, or if it's a problem that may be due to your own personal computer or Internet connection. It is not yet clear what the is of the problem. Crowds has contacted
Google for comment, and we will update this post when we hear back. On Google's G Suite status dashboard, which provides status updates for all G Suite apps you know and like, the Google Calendar service is Calendar Service 10:22 am ET. We're investigating reports of a Google Calendar issue. We'll provide more
information soon. Affected users do not have access to Google Calendar, a message on the page states. You are (probably) not the only person in your office late to a meeting because you don't have access to your calendar. And hey, while you're waiting for Calendar to come back, you can always start with that paper
planner you've been thinking about in case something like this happens again, right? Screenshot via Google CalendarBut back to the case at hand: How do you know if Google Calendar is off? The good news is you have a few options. Aside from Google's own G Suite status dashboard, my personal go-to is the website
Is It Down Right Now? Their database is quite extensive – you check different websites over the net for service interruptions, which can help you figure out if you really need to restart your router or not. Is it down now? also features a comments section, which can be useful if you're curious about what might be with the
site you're currently researching. Currently, comments from users indicate that people load 404 pages around the world, from Utah, to Texas, to Italy. I can also confirm that from my laptop in New York, New York, my calendar will only load a message that says, Uh oh! There was a problem with loading calendar. Try
again in a few minutes. The app status dashboard lets you check the performance status of all of Google's apps and services, including google calendar and hangouts, which fortunately also include Google Calendar and Hangouts. Hangouts is currently highlighted by a green circle, which means no problems. Calendar,
on the other hand, is marked with orange, which means service disruption. It may take a while for updates to the app status dashboard to appear, so it's probably a good idea to come back regularly, especially if you're having problems. From now on, it seems that all we can do is wait! Fortunately, since Hangouts,
Groups, and Chat seem to be fine, you can ping your colleagues to see if you've indeed had a meeting. Good luck to keep busy, everyone! This post was originally published on June 30, 2016. It was updated on June 18, 2019. In this section: Public calendar - Meetings with FDA officials The FDA Public Calendar
contains reports of meetings held by FDA policymakers with individuals outside the executive branch of the federal government. For meetings from previous years, see the FDA Archive. Public agenda November/December 2019: 29 December 2019 - 4 January 2020 Public agenda: 22-28 December 2019 Public
calendar: 15-21 December, agenda 2019: 8-14 December 2019 Public agenda: 1-7 December 2019 Public calendar: 24-30 November 2019 Public agenda: 17-23 November 2019 Public agenda: 10-16 November 2019 Public calendar: 3-9 November 2019 2019 July/August 2019 May/June 2019 March/April 2019
January/February 2019 Public calendar: 24 February - 2 March, Public Agenda 2019: 17-23 February 2019 Public agenda: 10-16 February 2019 Public agenda: 3-9 February 2019 Public agenda: 27 January - 2 February 2019 Public agenda: 20-26 January 2019 Public calendar: 13-19 January, Public Agenda 2019: 6-
12 January 2019 Public Agenda: December 31, 2017 - January 6, 2018 Back to top An online calendar is a great way to make your life at home, work and manage on the go. They not only let you track events and special dates, also set you reminders, send invitations, share and organize events with others, and
generally manage your whole life. Many have plenty of other features that make them unique, such as having address books so you can manage photos, allow you to upload and share documents, and more. Nusha Ashjaee/Lifewire Below is a list of the best online calendars out there. Make sure you use the review links
to learn more about how they work, what you use with them, how to use them as online shared calendars, and more. Google Calendar is a user-friendly free online calendar that you share with everyone. You choose who can make changes to your calendars and who can view them or keep your Google calendars
completely private. You also invite people to invite individual events from a completely private calendar without disclosing the other events in your calendar. If you already have a Gmail account, using Google Calendar is as easy as opening the link. You'll love how easy it is to share, sync, update, and open Google
Calendar. In addition, creating events from Gmail messages is very useful. You even embed Google Calendar in your website or blog. With a ton of options available, Zoho Calendar can be as simple or as detailed as you want it to be, certainly making it one of the best free online calendars out there. It can work for
anyone because you set your own work week and work schedule to suit your specific lifestyle. There are multiple ways to view your calendars and add new appointments, and a smart add feature makes it easy to make appointments quickly. You share your calendars with others through a web page or an ICS file, as well
as save your calendar in a PDF to view offline. You also subscribe to other calendars (e.g. friends or holidays) from Zoho Calendar, so you can see all those events next to your own calendar. If you're looking for a way to keep everyone in your family on the same page, check out Cozi's family organizer. It provides a
shared calendar and individual calendars for each family member, it's easy to sync activities and see what's going on for the day, week, and month. In addition to the shareable calendars, you also include email or text to-do lists and shopping lists to certain family members just one click. You also save recipes in your
calendar. The free mobile apps give you access even when you're out of the house. If you're already using another online calendar service but want to switch to Cozi, see how to use it with other calendars. The 30 Boxes calendar has a simple design that allows anyone to easily create and use an online calendar. Create
events with a click and add notes, text, or email reminders, repeating events, and invitations. There is also a to-do list that is not part of the calendar, so you fill it with things you need to get done but don't want to define a date for it. Events can be structured so you can see them by week or in a calendar view list. There's
also a view that shows a map of all your events with a location attached to it. If you want to receive daily email summaries of your online calendar appointments, you can do so with 30 Boxes. Another noteworthy about this online calendar is that when you add events, you add the same event to several days at a time by
picking dates on the calendar, something you don't even do with some of the more popular online calendar websites. You share the calendar with others via RSS, iCal, a read-only web page, or even through your own website with integrated HTML code. You can also print the calendar in day, week, calendar, or month
view. WhichTime is one of the simpler online calendars, but simpler is certainly what makes this one of the best online calendars. Easily add events with specific colors and text. You change the view to display each entry in the weekly, month, or year view. There's also a portable, downloadable program that can run from
your desktop to access your calendar without ever opening a web page. Everything you change in this program will appear online in your calendar the next time you go online. There is also an option to embed it in a web page so you can add your public calendar to your blog. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Why!
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